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Abstract: Congestion control is deemed to be one in all the foremost vital problem in Wireless sensor Networks
(WSNs) that is consist of resource constraint specification and also the range of deployed nodes. Congestion
is caused by several factors such as node buffer overflow, channel contention, packet collision, transmission,
transmission rate and many more. Congestion results packet loss or the blocking of new connections, queuing
delay in networks. The proposed Rough Set based Congestion Control (RSCC) system that enables the section
of stable routes to transmit packets that manage traffic condition during high congestion period in wireless
sensor networks which achieves Rough Set Creation Algorithm (RSCA) and routing model. The Rough Set
Creation  Algorithm  (RSCA)  accepts  the  inputs  from  training  dataset  and  produces  the  reduced  dataset.
The routing model directs the alternative directions while congestion occurs based on traffic rate in the
networks. The simulation result shows that the performance of our scheme is better in terms of packet delivery
rate, number of packets drop and delay.
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INTRODUCTION Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) are group of

In the digital world, huge amount of information is sensors/actuators for monitoring and recording the
created and transferred every second, which is clearly physical conditions of the environment and organizing
called information explosion. To meet people’s demanding the collected data such as environmental conditions like
need of information, various communication networks temperature, sound, pollution levels, humidity, wind
have been bloomed. All these communication networks, speed and direction, pressure from different locations to
from traditional wired networks to newly developed central location [2,3].
wireless networks, have the same problem: congestion. In the recent years, wireless sensor networks used in
Congestion not only causes a lack of communication and detect enemy intrusion in military, collect health care
energy resources but also hampers the events detection information about the human and animals, monitor the
reliability because of packet losses. Network congestion concentration of dangerous gases in air, humidity,
in Wireless Sensor Network is the reduced quality of measure temperature and gases which are created by fire
service (QoS) that occurs when a network node or link is in the trees, know the forthcoming occurrence of
trying to get through much data than it limited capacity. landslides, monitor level of water in overflow tanks in
This issue can be resolved either by expanding the nuclear power producing plants etc.[4] However, having
capacity  or  by  managing  the  packet  data rates. The to low storage capacity and power of sensor nodes,
first one is mainly succeeded by hardware improvement numerous research issues and challenges are being
and the second needs subtle software design. Our encountered by researchers while establishing wireless
research focuses on data traffic control schemes for sensor network system. Different techniques are used for
communication networks, mainly for Wireless Sensor delivering or getting data in the network for decreasing
Networks (WSN). the use of power of nodes. Due to limited power resource,

spatially separated and dedicated tiny embedded
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a node has capacity of sensing only a small portion of the network is regulated by adjusting the traffic rate of
monitored area. So a large number of nodes sense their sources node CPDC works control packets for congestion
area and collect data in groups, then exchange information notification and traffic rate diminution for decreasing the
with other nodes before transmission to the base station effect of network congestion. This algorithm has limitation
or sink node. During packet transmission, wireless it is not suitable for high congestion period.
network faces problem of congestion.

Network congestion reduces quality of service that Rough Set: A Rough Set is developed by Polish
happens when a network node is transferring more data mathematician and computer scientist Zdzislaw I Pawlak.
than it can handle. Congestion in WSN is categorized into The Rough Set is a formal approximation of a crisp set
link level congestion and node level congestion.  The with regard to a pair of sets which provide the lower and
first one occur temporary over subscription of a link due the upper approximation of the original set. Unlike
to sudden burst of packets getting at the switch or router probability in statistical or fuzzy set theory analysis, a
buffer. It takes place due to link variations. The second unique advantage of a rough set is that it does not
one occurs when the long term arrival rate at a link depend on other model assumptions or external
exceeds its capacity limit. This takes place when the parameters.
source data sending rate expands and the buffer over Rough Set theory is used in many interesting
flows. applications such as artificial intelligence and study of the

In this research, we have proposed a Rough Set mind and its knowledge acquisition, processes system,
based Congestion Control technique that detects and decision analysis, machine learning, knowledge discovery
control congestion which occurs in high congestion from databases, expert systems, inductive reasoning and
period in wireless sensor networks. Congestion control pattern recognition in networking system. The Rough Set
technique consists of three models. First one is approach is used to create efficient algorithms for finding
congestion forecasting model, second being congestion hidden patterns in different collection of data, determines
detection model and the third model is congestion control minimal sets of data, evaluates importance of data and
model. provides sets of decision rules from data.

Related Work: The different congestion control discovers hidden facts in data in the form of decision
algorithms are discussed in this section. Congestion rules. The extracted decision rules explain the knowledge
control  system  for  Wireless  Sensor  Network  (WSN) contained in the information tables and eradicate the
has different models. The first model is congestion redundancy of original data. The results received by
detection, second model  is  congestion  notification rough set method are easy and answerable.
model and the third model is congestion control. The
different researchers recommend different parameters for Rough Set Concept: Rough set concept can be described
controlling in each model. quite mostly by means of topological operations, closure

The authors in [6] has suggested congestion and interior, called approximations.
detection by the analyzing the degree of congestion. Let us describe this problem more precisely. Assume
Degree of congestion is affected by the inter arrival rate we are assigned a set of objects U called the universe and
of the packets and the associated packet service time. an indiscernibility (indiscernibility relation means,
This approach allows buffer occupancy to be reduced normally associated with a set of attributes.) relation R ?
which leads to more buffer space in the sensor storage U × U, representing our lack of knowledge about elements
and reduces the total number of dropped packets. In [7] of U. For the sake of simplicity, let us take that R is an
the authors detect the degree of congestion using the equivalence relation. Let X be a subset of U. We want to
packet service time by AIMD technique which follows characterize the set X in respect of R. To this end we will
updated traffic rate at the sink if the time required to repair need the basic concepts of rough set theory given below.
packet loss is more than round trip time. The lower approximation of a set X in respect of R

Arpan Kumar Dubey [1] proposed an algorithm is the set of all objects, which can be for certain classified
Congestion Prediction and Detection Control (CPDC) as X in respect of R (are certainly X in respect of R).
which uses a buffer ratio for prediction and detection of The upper approximation of a set X in respect of R
congestion. Congestion in the wireless sensor network is is the set of all objects which can be possibly classified as
detected using the buffer ratio of nodes. Congestion in X in respect of R (are possibly X in view of R).

It is fit for both qualitative, quantitative attributes and
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The boundary region of a set X in respect of R is the
set of all objects, which can be classified neither as X nor
as not-X in respect of R.

Now we are ready to give the definition of rough sets.
Set X is crisp (exact in respect of R), if the boundary

region of X is empty. 
Set X is rough (inexact in respect of R), if the

boundary region of X is nonempty. 
Thus  a  set is  rough  (imprecise)   if  it has

nonempty boundary region; otherwise the set is crisp
(precise). This is exactly the idea of vagueness proposed
by Frege.

The  approximations  and  the  boundary  region can
be  defined  more precisely. To this end we need some
additional notation. The equivalence class of R
determined  by  element  x  will  be  indicated  by  R(x). Fig. 1: RoughSet Definition with approximation
The  indiscernibility  relation  in  certain sense describes
our lack of knowledge about the universe. Equivalence Rough Set Definition: Rough sets are defined by
classes of the indiscernibility relation, called granules approximations. Thus this definition also requires
generated by R, represent elementary portion of advanced mathematical concepts. Rough sets can be
knowledge  we  are  able to perceive due to R. Thus in explained employing, instead of approximation, a rough
view of the indiscernibility relation, in general, we are an membership function [5]
able to watch individual objects but we are enforced to
cause only about the available grains of knowledge. (4)
Formal definitions of lower and upper approximations and
the boundary region in respect of “R” are defined as Where
follows:

R-lower approximation of X 

(1) The rough membership function describes the

R-upper approximation of X can be explicated as a degree that x belongs to X in view

(2)

R-boundary region of X

(3)

As  we  can  see from the definition approximations
are expressed in terms of granules of knowledge. The
lower approximation of a set is union of all granules which
are entirely included in the set; the upper approximation -
is union of all granules which have non-empty
intersection with the set; the boundary region  of set is
the difference between the upper and the lower X

approximation. Fig. 2: Rough membership function

(5)

and |X| indicates the cardinality of X.

conditional probability that x belongs to X given R and

of information about x expressed by R.
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Pproposed Research: Our proposed, Rough Set based The threshold value of node i is calculated using
Congestion Control (RSCC) system can be derived into roughest algorithms
two sections. The first section is the forecast model
determines the feasible solutions by Rough Set Extraction (7)
Algorithm (RSEA) and Rough Set Creation Algorithm
(RSCA) based on the standard dataset given as the input.
Here the rough set theory is used to reduce the dataset.
Our congestion system detects the congestion based on
buffer ratio of nodes. Congestion is controlled by where   B   is   the   maximum   buffer   size   of   node  o
adjusting traffic rate Rough Set based Congestion Control and (t+ is the threshold value of buffer for the given
(RSCC). flow  rate considering   the   remaining   capacity of

node  o. (t+  is  inversely  proportional  to  the

Fig. 3: Over view of architecture of RoughSet Congestion than the threshold value, the occurrence of congestion
Control System also increases.

The roughest comes from the dataset that the when congestion occurs. Here S and DS are source,
possibility of congestion is predicted based on threshold destination node respectively. The double rounded circles
value limitation and hence the remedial actions can be represents congestion occurs. The directed arrow
carried out to reduce congestion. The level of congestion represents the primary path between source and
in each node is determined using the buffer occupancy destination in  the  collection  of  node.  The  directed
and a changeable threshold value on the buffer capacity plain arrow represents the alternative path between
of that node. The buffer occupancy of node o at time t+1 source and destination. While routing occurs, each
is given by directions in the nodes threshold value checks with

(6) concluded the decision the congestion is going to occur.

where u (t) and v (t) are the incoming and outgoing traffic alternative direction which already defined in routingo o

rates of node n at time t, respectively. table.

m

o

o

incoming  traffic  and  directly  proportional to the
outgoing traffic and the remaining buffer capacity.
Therefore,  the  threshold  value  decreases as the
incoming traffic increases. (t+ describes the desiredo

queue level  at  t+1   based   on    the    current    traffic.
Eq. (7)  is  used  to  the  condition  that  there  is  data flow
in the  node  or  that   the   incoming   traffic   is  larger
than the outgoing traffic. Threshold (t+ is set to ,o m

when   outgoing   traffic   is   greater   than  incoming
traffic  or  u    is   zero.   The   changeable  thresholdo

permits nodes in the system to tolerate bursting data
flows. The changeable threshold permits nodes in the
system to tolerate bursting data flows. The buffer
occupancy of a node in dataset is compared with its
threshold value to detect congestion. It defines no
congestion in  the  node  when  (t)< . If (t) reaches B ,o m

the  maximum  capacity  of the buffer and u (t)>v , theno o

the packets received by node o will be dropped. This
results in buffer overflows, which in turn causes
congestion.. The number of packets increases to more

Fig. 3 explains routing model which directs the node

roughest equivalent. Once it matches, the routing model

Such as the situation arises, the routing model directs the
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Forecasting Model: Algorithm for dataset extraction InputNumber of Nodes( N )

Input Dataset dS
Output Rough Set rS
01:for each rS _ dS(rS) do
02:create_roughSet(rS)
03:return Rs

Algorithm for Rough Set Creation

Input Node Count; Buffer Size; Packet Size, Threshold
Initialize: B  = MAX(100)max

01:Create_Roughset
//n is set to the number of neighboring nodes,
//A is set to the power level of the node
//calculate threshold value
02: =(v/u)*( B  -q);o max

03:if ( >q)o

04:status=1; // no congestion
05:else if (q>  && q< B )o max

06:k=q- ;o

07:S=0;
08:for (i=1; i<k; i++)
09:S=S+pow(p/(n*A)*(1-pow((1-A), n)), i);
10:status=S; // possibility of congestion
11:end for
12:else
13:status=2; // congestion
14:end if
// send feedback message to the source
15:if (status!=0)
16:set ECB=1;
17:piggyback status into ACK;
18:else
19:set ECB=0;
20:error=( –q)*(1-g);o

21:piggyback error into ACK;
22:end if
23:send ACK to previous hop nodes

Routing Model

Fig. 4: Routing Congestion Control Diagram

n

Input (Source Node)Sn
Input DestinationNode
Output Shortest_path
01: For int i = 1 to i <= Nn do
02: For int j = 1 to j<= Nn do
03: IF(i == j)
04:Rn[i][j] = 0;
05: Continue;
06: End IF
07: IF (Rn[i][j] == 0)
08:Rn[i][j] = MAX
//Shortest Path& Backup Path
09: For int i = 1 to i <= Nn do
10: For int j = 1; j<= Nn do
11:Rsn[i][j] = Rn[i][j];
12: status = Congestion_check(Rsn[i][j]);
13: IF status = 0 // No Congestion
14: Start Route
15: ELSE IF status = s // Possibility of Congestion
16: Search Backup Path;
17: ELSE
18:Search Backup Path;
13: For int i = 1 to i <= Nn do
14: distances[i] = MAX;

Table 1: Units for Magnetic Properties

Symbol Meaning

dS Data Set
rS Rough Set
B Maximum Buffer Sizemax

v Neigbouring Node
r magnetization

Threshold Valueo

q specific magnetization
S Status
MAX Current Max
ACK Acknowledgement
Nn Number of Node
Rsn Shortest Route Node

Simulation Results: This section includes parameter
estimation and simulation results conducted for
evaluating the performance of our proposed RSCC
algorithm to control route congestion. The implementation
of our contribution is carried out using ns-2 simulator.
The configuration of nodes and topological design of the
network is drafted in TCL/TK. In this work the node
mobility is based on random way point mobility model.
The parameters are used as mention in the parameter
table. The results from simulation are buffered in trace file.
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Parameters that were kept varying during the experiment, Fig 6 shows the estimated number of packets
are - packet size, queue length, minimum and maximum
threshold value, mobility, number of nodes, number of
sink and source nodes in the network. 

Table 2:

Serial No Parameters Values

1 Total Number of Nodes 100
2 Number of Source Nodes 6
3 Number of Sink Nodes 4
4 Area of Simulation 1000 X 1000
5 Mobility Model Random Waypoint Mobility
6 Simulation time 20
7 Traffic Type CBR
8 Packet Size 512
9 Packet Rate 500Kb

Fig. 5: Packet Sending Rate vs. Delay

The delay in network is calculated for identifying the
actual time is taken to receive data at destination. It is the
extra time that is occurs due to the link breakage from any
reason in network. The data more data drop in network
also possible to enhance the end-to-end delay. In the Fig.
5 the end to delay is compared with the existing schemes.
In RSCC the end to end delay is better than the existing
CPDC.

Fig. 6: Packet Sending Rate vs No of Packet Received

received to the destination with variation in the number of
packets sent. The variation of the packet delivered with
different number of packet transmissions. The proposed
RSCC algorithm outperforms the existing approach CPDC
in terms of packets received due to the lack of route
congestion.

Fig. 4: Packet Sending Rate vs Packet Delivery Ratio

The Packet delivery ratio depends on the average
number of packets received successfully by the
destination. Fig. 4 shows the packet delivery ratio with
increasing the data sending rate of the network. In RSCC,
the estimated Packet delivery ratio is better than the
existing CPDC. This is due to the fact that, our congestion
control mechanism implements proposed algorithm to
reduce traffic rate of the source nodes. As the number of
packets drops are minimized, the, packet delivery ratio will
improve considerably. Hence our proposed RSCC
algorithm provides better result with enhanced packet
delivery ratio.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents an experimental study of the
important issue congestion in Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN). The experimental results show that the proposed
Rough Set based Congestion Control (RSCC) system is
very efficient than previous researches. Our work mainly
focuses on controlling congestion in the network, by
detecting the occurrence of the problem in previous
events using roughset extraction and roughset creation
algorithms and mitigate congestion through efficient
routing technique. We compared the performance with the
previous research works which gave us positive results.
The proposed algorithm can be further improved by
increasing the life time of the node with different scenario.
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This can also be further studied by adding energy 6. Patil, D. and S.N. Dhage, 2012. Priority-based
parameter to this RoughSet Congestion Control (RSCC) Congestion  Control   Protocol   (PCCP)  for
model which will give a new direction in wireless sensor controlling  upstream  congestion  in  Wireless
network. Sensor    Network,      Communication,    Information
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